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The National Wild Turkey
Federation is the premier
conservation organization
dedicated to upholding
and promoting America’s
hunting heritage. Each
year, NWTF members and
volunteers congregate
for fellowship, fun and to
raise money to support the
NWTF’s Save the Habitat.
Save the Hunt. initiative at
more than 1,500 Hunting
Heritage Banquets across
the country.
Once again, we present to
our chapters a package with
an array of quality, one-of-akind products — everything
from hand-made turkey calls
to fine jewelry — to help
them raise funds to benefit
the wild turkey and its
conservation. So kick back,
eat some good food and
prepare for a bidding war on
these hot-ticket items.
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Sig Sauer P320 Engraved Full-Size 9mm Luger

The P320 offers a smooth, crisp trigger to make
any shooter more accurate. An intuitive, three-point
take-down makes cleaning a breeze and unmatched
modularity custom fits it for any shooter and any
situation. Its full-size frame is ideal for target shooting,
home defense and any scenario where shootability and
sighted accuracy are of the highest priority. This modular,
striker-fired pistol features a full-size grip and slide and
choice of contrast or SIGLITE Night Sights. Available at
select banquets. Engraving not shown in photo.
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Or
Henry Golden Boy .22 LR with NWTF logo

An American classic. The Henry Golden Boy .22 Lever-Action Rifle features a 20-inch blued
octagonal barrel and an American walnut stock. The rifle can shoot 16 rounds of .22 LR
ammunition. Adjustable buckhorn rear sight and beaded front sight. The stock is engraved
with the NWTF logo. Available at select banquets.

TriStar Cobra II Pump-Action Shotgun

Looking for a reliable shotgun geared for turkeys and life in the field? Take a look at the TriStar
Cobra II pump-action 12-gauge shotgun, a lightweight pump with extended fore-end for superior
ergonomics and better control. The main feature of the Cobra II is the smooth, effortless action that
allows you to cycle the gun quickly shot after shot. It has a chrome-lined barrel, 3-inch chamber and
26-inch barrel. Dressed in half Mossy Oak Obsession camo for the spring.

Savage AXIS 6.5 Creedmoor

Performance and precision come together in the AXIS — a rifle with sleek contours, recoil pad
vents and a textured, easy-to-control grip. Its 22-inch, carbon-steel barrel is button rifled for superb
accuracy. The AXIS features a black synthetic stock, smooth bolt operation, a four-round detachable
box magazine and comes in one of the hottest calibers on the market.
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NWTF Custom
Camouflage Wall Clock

This wall clock by Stone
River Gear features
the NWTF Mossy Oak
Obsession camo and easyto-read numbers. Makes
a perfect accent for lodge
décor or hunt camp.

Turkey Hunter’s
Prayer Plaque

”Struttin’ to Daybreak”
by Greg Alexander

Nothing beats the shimmer of
morning sunlight crashing into the
iridescent tail fan of a strutting
longbeard. Let that moment play out
every day in your home or office with
Greg Alexander’s artistry on the wall.
Edition: 1,550
I N THE U
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This beautiful plaque
by Sandy’s Barnwood
Creations is handmade
from reclaimed
barnwood and recycled
marble. It features the
hand-etched prayer,
NWTF logo and a
detailed turkey feather.
Each plaque is signed.

IN T HE

“First Call” Turkey Sculpture
by Greg O’Neal

With a salute to our veterans,
present arms and answer the
“First Call” with this faux bronze
beauty depicting the lonesome,
lovesick call of a spring strutter.
Just like the flag rising at
reveille, we have the freedom to
arise from the winter doldrums
each spring thanks to the
sacrifice of our service members.
NWTF exclusive.
Edition: 1,550

Boyt Tactical Set

“Edge of the Forest“
by Bruce Miller
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This may be the only glimpse
of this brute you get all season.
Luckily, Bruce Miller has frozen
the image in time, and you can
take it home. No (wo)man cave is
complete without this beauty.
Edition: 1,600
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The ultimate trio for your tactical shooting needs. Includes a tactical range
bag, rifle case and shooting mat made by Bob Allen. Quality gear and
superior performance only for dedicated outdoorsmen and women. The
range bag is water resistant with storage compartments and a magazine
pocket. Rifle case is foam padded with external storage compartment,
carry handles and shoulder strap. Shooting mat has a non-slip rubberized
surface made of closed cell foam and rolls easy for storage and transport.
Dimensions:
Range bag 20" x 10"x 9"
Rifle case 36" x 11" x 2.25" and 42" x 11" x 2.25"
Shooting mat 27" x 85"
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Concealment End
Table/Night Stand

Stash your personal defense
handgun or other valuables
in a slide-out concealment
compartment in this
functional night stand.
Finished in an
attractive distressed
toffee. A full-size
pull-out drawer
houses the secret
compartment and
provides additional
storage. NWTF logo
emblazoned on top.
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Lightly blackened marshmallows over a crackling
flame, crickets serenading in the background and your
best friends spending quality time in the cool night
air. Nothing beats an evening in the country. Put Dave
Barnhouse’s work of art on the wall as a reminder that
you need to experience it again soon.
Edition: 1,550
MA

E

”Moonlight and S'mores”
by Dave Barnhouse

SA

Grab the kids and go hunting
or give them their own space
to kick back and relax with this
foam chair in NWTF Mossy
Oak Obsession camo. Includes
two pockets for storage, a
carry handle and removable
cover. Lightweight and easy to
transport. Recommended for
ages 2-9. Weight limit: 85 pounds

MA

Grab-N-Go Kids Foam Chair
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NWTF Custom Three-Piece Luggage Set
This three-piece luggage set by Stone River
Gear will make traveling easy and stylish.
It comes with a 28-inch Trolley, a 20-inch
Trolley and backpack. Each piece comes in
Mossy Oak NWTF Bottomland Camo with an
embroidered NWTF logo.

The FireDisc 24-Inch Cooker

Get the versatility of the walled
disc now in a packable/storable
version. Cook all the soups,
stews and deep-fried meals
in camp using the FireDisc’s
shortened 24-inch stand. With
a 24-inch cooking surface, the
FireDisc is made of seasoned
high carbon steel with non-stick
and easy cleanup properties.

2019 NWTF Knife of the Year by Silver Stag
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This limited-edition bullnose knife by Silver Stag
features a hand-ground D2 steel blade (blade 4.75
inches, overall length 11 inches) and includes file work
on blade spine. Polished antler handle with grooves
shaped for a better grip. Leather pouch, belt sheath
and NWTF logo laser engraved on handle and sheath.
Includes display stand (not shown).
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”Limited Out”
by Greg Alexander
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Few things top the loyalty of a dependable duck
dog, born to experience the flyways, flooded
timber and beaver ponds Mother Nature
provides. Greg Alexander captures the calm after
a storm of gunfire in this limited-edition giclée.
Edition: 1,550
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Pearl and Pink Tourmaline
Stone Earrings
This beautiful set of earrings
by Wilderness Mint matches
the Pearl and Pink Tourmaline
necklace. It features the same
pearl and pink tourmaline
stone design as the necklace
and is individually boxed.

Pearl and Pink Tourmaline
Stone Necklace

This elegant necklace by
Wilderness Mint features
pearls and pink tourmaline
stones with an infinity
pendant. Designed exclusively
for NWTF events, it comes
individually boxed.
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30-Inch Lattice Fire Pit

This fire pit will make relaxing outdoors
even more fun. It features a cooking
grate embedded with the NWTF logo, a
large fire bowl, mesh cover, spark guard,
charcoal grate and poker.

”Full Tilt”
by Jay Kemp
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Hall Table/Wine Rack

Celebrate or “wine”
about your turkey season
with this multi-purpose
home décor item. Solid
wood and metal design,
space for six wine bottles
and an NWTF logo on
the bottom shelf. Wine
glasses and accessories
not included.
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You can hear the crash
resonating from Jay
Kemp’s giclée, which
encapsulates a true
battle of behemoths
in the outdoor arena.
Don’t miss out on this
clash of titans.
Edition: 1,600
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Mossy Oak Obsession
Executive Chair

Be your own CEO with this
Executive Chair in Mossy Oak
Obsession. Comforts include seat
tilt and lift, padded seating, backing
and armrests. With tilt and height
adjustments, durable base and
casters with a coated nylon base,
you can be the boss!
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Mantle Mirror with
Frosted Artwork
Reflect on some of
your great hunts with
this black-framed,
beveled mirror with
NWTF artwork by
Phillip Crowe. NWTF
exclusive by Carolina
Chair and Table.

NWTF Custom
World Slam Knife
Assortment

This knife assortment
by Stone River Gear
celebrates the world
slam of wild turkeys.
They feature gold
titanium-coated
stainless bolsters,
genuine ebony wood
handles, nickel-silver
turkey feather shield
and a 440-stainless
blade. The knives
come in a beautiful
display case.

Maurer Galvanized
Planters

Wooden Flag Wall Plaque
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Show your American pride with this custom wooden flag wall plaque
by The Rustic Flag Company, a veteran-owned Tennessee company.
Each plaque features a detailed American flag with hand-carved
stars and measures 20-by-34 inches.

IN T HE
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A set of two, medium
and large, 100-percent
galvanized iron planters
that will spruce up any deck
or porch. Includes NWTF
logo and carry handles.

ADDITIONAL AUCTION OR RAFFLE ITEMS
ALPS Outdoorz
Deception Blind

The blind built for the turkey tracker. The ALPS
Deception Blind’s low-profile design is lighter than
full-size blinds, making it easier to hunt on the
move and from the ground. Features an aluminum,
four-hub system and 270-degree Silent-Trac
window design. Extra large door with heavy-duty
zippers and carry bag.

Browning Fixed-Blade Cocobolo Knife

Clean your next gobbler with Browning’s NWTF-logoed
blade. Stainless, standard edge with a mirror-polish finish
and Cocobolo wood handle from the hardwoods of Central
America. Total length: 7"; blade length: 3"

Browning Hunter Combo Set

Made for the skinning rack, this Browning Hunter
Combo knife set will have you smelling backstraps and
turkey nuggets in no time. The gut hook blade features
the NWTF emblem and the lockback blade includes
turkey track imprints. Total length: 7.88"; gut hook
blade: 3.5"; lockback blade: 4.25"
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Marbles Hunting Set

Marbles’ meticulous craftsmanship has
produced two fine cutting instruments
for the hunter. One small hunter blade
and one skinner blade. Both come with a
stacked leather handle, nickel-silver guard
and pommel. Stainless, standard edge and
satin-finish blade. Includes brown leather
belt sheath. Total length: 6.25" (small
hunter), 9.75" (skinner); Blade: 3" (small
hunter), 5.5" (skinner)

Tin NWTF Route 66 Sign

Stay on the straight and narrow with
this NWTF take on an old classic.
Dimensions: 23.25" x 22.5"

Corbin Storage Boxes

A set of three designer storage boxes made of
plywood, linen, canvas and copper. These small,
medium and large containers are covered in
turkey-themed inscriptions.
Dimensions:
6.5"H x 13.25"W x 8"D
7.75"H x 15.25"W x 10"D
9.5"H x 17.25"W x 12"D

ALPS NWTF Crosshair Chairs

Put a redhead in your sights this spring
with Alps’ Crosshair Chair, slingstyle seating that provides comfort
in the blind or around the campfire.
Reinforced stitching and framework
offers extended durability. Includes
drawstring carry bag. Camo/color
combo only available at NWTF events.
Weight Limit: 300 pounds
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Brant Lidded Containers

Store treats from the kitchen or other
goodies in these stylish hammered aluminum
containers. Adorned with antler handles and
mango wood lids. Food safe.

Respect the Boss T-Shirt

From Nomad and the NWTF comes
the “Respect the Boss” T-shirt that
features art by Ryan Kirby.
These navy shirts are available
in size XL and feature the
NWTF logo center chest
and the “Respect the Boss”
artwork on the back.

Montana Silversmiths
NWTF Pendant
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Turkey Tracks Lanterns

Who needs the bat signal when
you’ve got these Turkey Tracks
Lanterns to light up the night?
Constructed of galvanized iron
with turkey track cutouts to
illuminate your outdoor patio or
camp. Small, medium and large
lanterns with carry handles.
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This beautiful necklace by Montana
Silversmiths is sure to be a hit.
A stunning work of art features
turkey tracks in gold on a sterling
silver medallion. The center of the
medallion features the NWTF three
walking turkeys logo surrounded by
delicate scrollwork.

Front
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Ol’ Tom Grand Slam
Call Storage Bag

This Grand Slam Treasure Chest
Utility Bag from Ol’ Tom is featured
in Mossy Oak Obsession with
Ol’ Tom and NWTF logos. With
multiple zippered sections and 80
call compartments, storing all your
prized turkey calls is easy.

Avian-X LCD Half-Strut
Jake Decoy

Zink Power Hen Series Box Call
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The Power Hen is a hybrid-style box call made from select cherry and maple with
traditional design and modern technology. Its hand-built hybrid design produces a
desirable high-pitched front end with a gradual slide into a gnarly backside rasp. The
Power Hen’s realism is unmatched, delivering pure turkey sound with every slide of the
paddle. A double-sided design produces different tones to emulate multiple hens.

IN T HE
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The pecking order impacts every
facet of wild turkey behavior,
and this decoy uses that to your
advantage. The Avian-X LCD
Half-Strut Jake perfectly portrays
an intruding sub-dominant
young male. Combine the HalfStrut Jake with your favorite
Avian-X LCD hens and watch
tragedy unfold.

Aluminum Fish Fryer

This 6.5-quart Fish Fryer makes it easy to cook
up a batch of delicious fried fish, potatoes, onion
rings and much more. Made of a lightweight
aluminum, the fry pot features dual side handles
for easy handling. It comes with a strainer basket,
5-inch thermometer and has a 58,000 BTU burner.
Cooker also comes with a CSA-approved regulator
and hose. Runs on 20-pound propane tank (not
included). Wide and stable 12.2-inch stand.
Pot dimensions: 11.25"W x 4.375"D

The Vulcan Steel Climber

Rosewood Handle Cutlery Set

This contemporary cutlery set by Stone River
Gear features a magnetic counter stand that
holds an 8-inch chef knife, an 8-inch bread
knife, a 6-inch santoku knife, a 4.5-inch
utility knife and a 3.5-inch paring knife. Each
knife features the NWTF logo on its blade
and metal turkey feather accents on the
hardwood handles.

Primal Treestands climber features
a spacious 26-by-19-inch foot
platform, as well as a durable
16.5-by-9.5-inch tri-fold seat
cushion with padded armrests and
shooting rail for maximum comfort
and accuracy. It features safety-lock
cinch straps that prevents separation
while climbing and provides security
at elevation by locking both units
as one. Also includes backpack
carrying straps and folds flat for easy
transport. Weighs 30.75 pounds.
One-year limited warranty.
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COMMITTEE AND CHAPTER APPAREL

To bring you new choices for Committee and Chapter apparel, we have
partnered with more suppliers. Ordering directly from each should prove
faster and easier. Choose from camo trimmed sport shirts, performance
shirts and a variety of t shirts. See the new styles and ordering instructions
at nwtf.org/chapter-shirts

NWTF SPONSOR GIFT
Boyt Harness Co. Waterfowl Bag

in Mossy Oak/NWTF Bottomland Camo. Co-branded
with NWTF and Boyt logos. Sign up as a sponsor
member to get this handsome bag.

National Wild Turkey Federation

770 Augusta Road | P.O. Box 530 | Edgefield, South Carolina
Phone: (803) 637-3106 | Fax: (803) 637-0034 | NWTF.org
*Not all styles
shown

